Discover the difference IKS shear blades can make in your production shearing operation. You’ll get optimum performance and extended blade life resulting in more tons per edge. You’ll also get higher productivity as machine downtime for blade changes is significantly reduced.

Superior Quality
IKS shear blades are manufactured from the finest alloys to close tolerance quality control standards. They are available in many material grades to suit individual shearing applications and are precisely heat treated to assure consistent uniform hardness. Two special IKS material grades have made Mark I and Mark II shear blades popular worldwide.

Mark II
A modified high carbon, high chrome alloy tool steel grade providing maximum cuts before dulling when shearing mild steel and including 1” thick. Also applicable for stainless steel up to and including 1/2” thick.

Mark I
A high quality shear blade material—Premium high carbon, high chrome tool steel. Gives maximum life before dulling on mechanical shears cutting mild steel up to and including 1/4” thick. Also for hydraulic shears up to and including 3/8” mild steel capacity.

Performance Matched
As your authorized International Knife & Saw distributor, we can help you select the right blade for your needs. Experienced product specialists match blade design, alloy and hardness to your specific requirements. We’ll study your application and recommend the right blade for maximum performance.

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY
IKS shear blades are available in a complete range of sizes for both domestic and foreign made shears. Shipment is made from the world’s largest inventory of standard sizes... prompt delivery of the blades whenever you need it. In addition, special shear blades are custom manufactured to specifications in the shortest turnaround time.

START SAVING TODAY
Put our technical expertise and total service capability to work for you. For application and pricing details contact:

International Knife & Saw
1435 N. Cashua Road • Florence, SC 29501-0535
Tel: 1-843-662-6345 • Fax: 1-843-664-1103
www.iksinc.com
IKS Shear Blades are a product of International Knife & Saw, Inc., a leading source of industrial machine knives, including Metal Slitter Knives and Tooling, Tube Cutoff Knives, Steel Mill Knives, Precision Slitting Knives, available from one of the world’s largest knife inventories.

www.iksinc.com

Shear Blades for These Equipment Manufacturers... and More!

- Accurpress
- Amada
- American Hercules
- Atlantic
- Betenbender
- Chicago
- Cincinnati
- Cleveland Crane/Steelweld
- Di-Agro/Elga Hydra shear
- Dreis & Krump (D & K)
- Edwards-Besco
- Engel Industries
- Famco
- HTC
- Henry Corp.
- Herr-Voss
- Hunter Engineering
- Lodge & Shipley
- LVD
- National
- Niagara
- Pacific
- Pearson
- Pexto
- Promecam
- Pullmax
- Red Bud Industries
- Scottish
- Spartanics
- Summit
- Taylor Winfield
- Tennsmith
- Warner & Swasey
- Weir
- Welty-Way
- Wysong & Miles